COVID-19 Response Innovation Lab: we are looking for…

---

**Human resources**

Graphic designer/frontend for an initiative on social companion for the elderly. For more info and tips: Gaby Li (gabylili@stanford.edu)

People with grant writing experience, for an initiative focused on detecting respiratory patterns for disease diagnosis. For more info and tips: Amil Khanzada (amilkh@stanford.edu)

Frontend development/design for a platform that combines data visualization to identify at-risk regions and highlights ways people can help. For more info and tips: Grace Xiao (gracexiao7@gmail.com)

For a project trying to bridge financing needs for underserved communities: an engineer with full stack web development experience to build the front and backend of a website MVP and a designer who can make clean and professional UI mockups of a website. For more info and tips, Gaurab Bose (gbose@stanford.edu)

---

**Network building**

People to work on-site to build face shields for healthcare workers and first responders (and ideas on how to recruit volunteers!). For more info and tips: Barbara Page (barbara.hibino@gmail.com)

Looking to build network of law students who want to do pro-bono work. Looking for local NGOs who need legal work. For more info and tips: Trillium Chang (trichang@stanford.edu)

---

**Funding & others**

Leads on real-time (or weekly) data that could help build a nowcast for economic activity. Focus on Sub-Saharan Africa and datasets for country-level mpayments, trade/capital flows, satellite imagery, air quality. For more info and tips: Jiawen Tang (jiawent@stanford.edu)

---

Looking for something? Please message Julieta Romero to be featured! (juromero@stanford.edu)